CHEDRO-III MEMORANDUM
No. (5) series of 2020

FOR: The Presidents/Heads of Higher Education Institutions

SUBJECT: PRO-FORMA AGREEMENT BETWEEN CHED AND HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS (HEIs) PERTAINING TO SHARING OF ONLINE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES (OERs) THROUGH THE PHL CHED CONNECT PLATFORM

DATE: 6 July 2020

In order to strengthen the collaboration of the Commission with Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) and to promote measures that will reduce the risk of transmission of the Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) launched a web application through the PHL CHED CONNECT portal (https://phlconnect.ched.gov.ph). The said application serves as an integrated repository of open educational resources (OERs) which is still in its initial stage. To populate its contents, the CHED is encouraging all HEIs to contribute on Contents which will be acknowledged by the Commission.

Relative to this, kindly accomplish the reply slip below on or before 10 July 2020 and email to chedro3mis@ched.gov.ph. Attached is the sample of the pro-forma Memorandum Statement of Cooperation should the HEI agree to share their internal OERs.

Should there be any queries, your designated staff may coordinate directly with Dr. Maria Teresa S. Salta, Education Supervisor II at telephone number (045)-455-16-62 or email at mtsalta@ched.gov.ph.

MARIA TERESITA MACANAS-SEMANA, PhD, CESO IV
Officer-In-Charge, Office of the Director IV

______________________________________________________________

Reply Slip

Name of HEI: __________________________

HEI Type: _ SUC _ LUC _ PHEI

______ Willing to share; attached is the accomplished Sharing Agreement
______ Not willing to share because:

___ the HEI has no available OER
___ the HEI is still developing the OER
___ the HEI is tied with exclusivity agreement with

______ Other reasons, please specify:

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________
(Full name and Signature)
President

Email Address: chedro3@ched.gov.ph
Website: http://www.ched.gov.ph/chedro-iii